Securing the future of our coastline

Large scale beach replenishment with sand from an external source

STAGE 1
- Identify external sand source
- Consider practical, logistical and environmental factors along Adelaide's beaches

STAGE 2
- Develop a plan to access the sand
- Gain approvals
- Engage contractor for works

STAGE 3
- Commence delivering additional sand to vulnerable areas of Adelaide's metropolitan coast

Increase immediate beach replenishment at West Beach and Henley Beach South

Additional sand carting to match current rates and loss and stabilise and maintain the beaches and dunes in the short term

Construction of a sand recycling pipeline from Semaphore to West Beach

STAGE 1
- Design the pipeline and identify locations for infrastructure, such as pipeline route, pump stations, intakes and discharge points

STAGE 2
- Plan and consider physical, engineering and environmental impacts
- Consult with community
- Gain approvals
- Engage pipeline construction contractor

STAGE 3
- Begin construction of sand recycling pipeline
- Sand recycling pipeline becomes operational

Provide additional support to protect and conserve our regional coastlines

An additional $1 million per year for 4 years for regional coasts to help repair, restore and sustain them in partnership with local councils

$48.4 Million

$4 Million